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peek .tey i ig ig g'nod .uoy ot txen rood rood ll'ereht ,reddal eht ugo uoy nehwtnemesitrevda to push it off, then back on again to get it facing the proper way. Move it off, then push it into the indentation, by the other statue. You'll get the Cylinder. Now, head all the way back to where the elevator is. Find the control panel, get the Shaft. Combine it
with the Cylinder. Put the combined item back into the panel and press 4231. Now head over and start up the elevator, and watch the scene. Use the item box to put away the Hex Crank and whatever big weapon you have (launcher, Shotgun, etc). You won't need it. Now find the only door, and enter it. Keep going and Lisa appears in the direction you
head first, so when you have the choice of which way, start going left but then go right. When the camera changes, make sure to be able to see a switch set into the wall. Right now, ignore it. Keep going until you see a door; go through it. Climb the pile of boxes in the corner for some nice things. Go back down, and find the box and push it onto the
metal. Hit the switch and go back to the room with the item box, before Lisa. If you see Lisa coming, go the other way. Watch the cut-scene. Get the Metal Object from the item box and go down the ladder. There's also some ammo on Easy by the ladder. Now push the box into the crusher. After you crush it, jump down and get the broken
flamethrower. Go back to the place with Lisa, and now it's time for you to use the switch. Find the stairs and go down them, and find the door the hooks by them. Place the flamethrower there to unlock the door and leave. Watch out for snakes. After you come out of the water, pick up the jewelry box. Examine it to find the frame for the Metal Object.
There is also a Dagger on the bed on Easy mode. Climb up the ladder. Now combine the frame with the Metal Object. Remember the stone and Metal Object (you used it to get outside)? Time to get it back. advertisementHead back towards the Mansion, but first remember to bring the Metal Object. You They have combined the metal object with the
frame that found Lisa's room, so if you have not done so, have it now. Congratulations, now you have the second object of stone and metal. Do you remember that zombie that appeared after your first encounter with Lisa? If you killed him, he will rus you like a Camesã. Otherwise, it will still be like a normal zombie. It is your choice if to kill or leave it
alone. In the next one (cemetery where you obtained the Magnum), it will notice that the crows have been replaced by two zombies (very very fique). They should be quite easy to avoid. Or kill. But that goes to last surprise waiting for you on your return trip. Once you get to the mansion, take the first stone and metal object of your place (which will be
fed back to the forest/residence). Now go to the main room of the mansion. There is a set of double doors under the stairs. Place the two stone and metal objects in the clefts on the doors. Enter, and there will be a box of elements along a small road. Be sure to bring a couple of herbs, as well as the wolf and guy medals. As of it, now it would be an
ideal moment to save. If you feel that it is necessary, there is a machine of writing at the top of the stairs. Go until the end, until you reach a staircase and go down. Clock. If you do not return Barry's weapon, he dies ... but in return you get the most powerful weapon of the game, eliminating a requirement for the "starsenal" trophy. Keep in mind that
it will not obtain "trust in ã © l" and "I am a member of S.T.A.R.S." Achievements/trophies if you don't give your weapon. Assuming that he gave his gun, he will shoot Lisa, helping to push the four pillars. Care that Lisa does not hit Barry in the well during this fight: if he dies, he loses the "I am a member of S.T.A.R.S." Achievement/trophy. Once you
have finished, the metal door will open again. Before leaving, the ataãºD for another file (the only element in this this Now go outside. Do what you have to do, and go to the pool. Place the Wolf and Eagle medals on the sides of the pool, and go down. Once in the elevator, it is time to change to Disc 2. (Obviously, if you are playing in PS3/ps4/xb1,
there is no exchange of necessary records) announcement? Whey this guide is? In this wiki guide, the trbsaring tribir looks like Avatar: the Water Road, the next movie starring Zoe Saldana, Sam Worthington, Sigourney Weaver, Stephen Lang, Cliff Curtis, Joel David Moore, CCH POUNDER, EDIE FALCO, JEMAINE CLEMENT CLEMENT and Kate
Winslet. It establishes more than each day of the events of the first movie, Avatar: the Water Road begins to tell the history of the Sully family (Jake, Neytiri and their children) the problem that follows them, the lengths that are going to stay safe, the battles that fight to stay alive, and the tragedies they support. Avatar: The Water Camino, directed by
James Cameron, opens in theaters on December 16, 2022. Announcement when you gain control of Chris, tell the west to use the nearby door. Say west down the hall. You find the first Zombi Munching in your friend, Kenneth Sullivan. Go back while the zombie comes behind you, and returns to the dining room. Tell the east and use the double doors
at the end. After the scene, you will see that everyone has left. Go collect the gun. Chris only has 6 spaces in his inventory, so he will have to use the most articles boxes than with Jill, and also does not get the launcher of the Granada. Announcement returns to where you found Kenneth. If you check it, you will have a void tape that you can see later in
the game. Follow, and go through the door. Go to the bird cage and get the gun clip (normal/normal mode) and then go on the stairs to find two green herbs. Go up the stairs and enter the door. Have your weapon ready, but don't for the zombie in front of you lying down, he won't come back... There will be a green grass for it (2 in Easy.). Easy.).the
corner and go ahead, be sure to take care of the zombie by the second door. dodge or kill him, and go down the hallway of the spears. collect the clip from the gun in front of the mirror, and the golden arrow near it. examine it and get the green arrowhead. There will be another zombie around the corner (normal modes/Hard), so be careful with it. Go
through the only door you can, the one on the right, once you get to the end of the hall. You will end up on the balcony of the dining room, and a zombie will be at the end of the balcony. also at the far end of the balcony is a statue holding a blue gem. push to the open rail and then to the edge of the balcony to break on the floor below you. Don't worry
about coming back for it yet. go to your right (Christ's left) and take the dagger (comfortable modes/Normal). Go back to the main hall and then go through the door in the middle of the room. care with a zombie, and one that is easy to dodge (which hardly comes out,) if you are playing in the Normal/Hard modes. There are no zombies here on easy.
lower the steps and turn left onto the door (which you can't open yet.) head to the end and place the green arrowhead on the stone. Get down the long ladder and go to the camera. go under the coffin and collect the book of the curses. examine the back of it to get the sword key (mansion key index until you examine it.) return to the main hall and take
the stairs to the upper west side of this room (bedroom door) there are double doors, proceed through them. avoid the zombie and you need to go to the door of the key of the sword locked further to the right. There are two zombies in the room, one going up the stairs and the other around the corner down the stairs. Don't go through the first door
you see, even though you can unlock it now. You'll notice a zombie on the ground after you go downstairs, and he'll come back if you don't undo it.Now, don't worry about that. Enter the door next to the body and will be in a safe room. Deposit what you do not need, but be sure to keep your gun and some municion and the key of the sword. Return by
the safe room and go in the way that has not gone. There are 2 doors, both blocked. It will need an old key to open the door to the right and the armor key to open the end of the hall. Get a favor and unlock the door at the end of the hall at the top of the stairs for a shorter road. WARNING: Do not leave this room back to the main room, since this will
make Barry deliver to you, making the shotgun be inaccessible to later in this guide. Walk through the door closed through the key of the sword to your left. Return to the main room of the mansion, and this time it crosses the double doors on the east side. It really has no point to enter space on the other side of the cabinet, unless it has a closet key.
Push the box next to the statue and go up to obtain the first floor map. Push the box next to the hole on the wall and then cross to get a dagger. It will appear a zombie when you return, so that it avoids and pushes the box to block the creep so that it cannot catch you. So it only passes through the other door and walks until the glass breaks a little.
Then push the shelf and lift the dagger. Continue along the hall around the other corner and move another cabinet to obtain a gun clip (foal/normal modes). He passes through the door and Chris will look at you. (Note: If you return through the hall, the dogs will jump and attack you. Just attack if you return through the hall as long as they do not
attack if you go through the hall from the room of the statue of the map). Return and go to the door next door, which leads to a bathroom. Drain Baã ± era and a zombie will come from Chris. After the scene, put it. Take the old key of the bathroom and leave the room. Now you can unlock the The one you entered. Down the road, turn and find the
chemical in a barrel of the wheel. On the right there are a couple of herbs. Then return and go through the door at the left end of the room. There'll be a zombie all over the road and around the corner, so don't worry about him yet. Instead, go through the first door you see, to the left. Run until you start climbing the stairs, because there's a zombie
for them, and if you run you can dodge it. Get him to start climbing and knocking him down. After reaching the top of the stairs, there will be another zombie around the corner that you can't see because of the camera angle. Besides, there's another one if you didn't see it at the end of the Long Hall (not easy). If you kill them, try to get everyone to die
on top of each other for later. Now go down the stairs after killing the zombies, and enter the safe room after collecting what is next to the stairs (easy). Pick up the spraying tapes and first aid ink. There is also a gun clip on the small table with the flashlight in easy mode. Pick up the other item here, the fuel canteen. It's empty, so get in the gas boat.
Each gas container has 4 units of fuel (normal/dura) and 6 in easy. You can keep the knife if you haven't done it yet, and the chemical. Take a health article if you want, and take the old key to the typewriter. Make sure you have at least 3 free inventory spaces, and my advice would be not to take health because you'll be arriving a little longer, just
make sure you're okay. Now go and burn the zombie bodies. Go up the stairs and go up to the camera. Go down the short corridor and enter the door, preparing for a zombie attack (normal/duro). When you're done, there'll be a zombie on the way you need to go. Avoid or kill him, just run to the other end of the hallGo to the other zombie and the
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place the wooden support on top and get the map of the second floor. It also takes any herbs the the room. Head back through the upper hall and then run around to where the Safe Room is on the West Side and go through the door opened with the Old Key. You're outside now. Now position yourself so that you're ready for a dog attack. The best
place is right by the green herbs growing nearby. As I recommended, you should use your Shotgun here. Now go ahead and use the dog whistle. Wait for the dogs to come, and shoot them when they get close for maximum damage. There are only two dogs, one of which has what you need. Pick the collar and examine it. You will find something you
need to flip or push. Then examine it again and you'll get the imitation of a key (you'll have to rotate it a bit). If you need to, use the green herbs to heal yourself. Now, go back and down into the Safe Room. Go ahead and put the handgun away. You might want to take the time to burn any zombies you've killed near here. There is a container to refill
your canteen in the room you got the broken Shotgun. Go up and through the door. You're now in the hallway where you got the green arrow. Head to the other side where the lying zombie was. Don't worry about burning it, because he's going to turn into a Crimson Head. Just run past it and when he gets up just shoot him up with your shotgun in the
head. If you don't, keep shooting him until he's dead. Grab the green herb if you're hurt if you didn't already take it last time you were here. There are no enemies in here, so don't get tense. Just a simple death trap. Keep walking until you find the Armor Key on the floor. Take and replace it with the fake Armor Key, and now head back to the dining
room.Ã If you didn't burn any zombie corpses yet, you'd better watch out because this is when they start to turn into Crimson Heads. Get the Blue Gem and then go back to the safe room hallway and open the door with the armor key.Ã advertisementTurn right and go into the first room on the left. Use the Blue And you'll get shotgun ammunition. Now
head to the room on your right. There's a zombie on the floor and one in the closet. See if you can burn the zombie on the floor first and then kill the zombie in the closet to get an old key and take anything else in the room. Unlock the door at the end of the hallway and walk down the hall into the dining room and into the main hall. Get in the door you
haven't been through now. You get it from the balcony, so just find the door you can walk through. You'll be out. Take the gun clip from the glass table (easy mode) and continue until you see the cutting scene. The forest is dead. There's also a dagger there. Continue down if you want a pair of green herbs, but be careful because if you choose to do
this, you will have to re-classify the forest. Now go back inside the main hall. Turn right after you return. Get in the door on the same side you just got here. Be careful if you didn't burn the zombie you pulled out a while ago, it could be a crimson. If you don't hear anything, go ahead and enter the first door on Chris' right. Once he's inside, there'll be a
courting scene. The serum you need is in the safe room by the stairs next to the broken shotgun room. Go as fast as you can, to make sure he doesn't die before he returns. When you're in the safe room, take the supply cabinet serum. Go back to Richard. After Rebecca gives him the serum, you two will bring Richard back to the safe room with the
serum. Rebecca will cure you three times if you come back to this room while she's in it. Now go back to where Richard was and in the next room. There'll be a zombie in the corridor where you have to turn. After leaving, enter the room inside the Dark Hall. You'll be in a small room. You need to turn onon the table. check the room to get some ammo.
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table. Crush it. Now run right, passing the windows, until you see a door at the end. He and enters. Put the chemical in the water pump and turn the red handle. The water will kill the plant. There are also 5 green herbs. Grab them if you need them and combine them, but be sure to have space for the second death. The most is in the back, passing the
herbs. Now run out, and 2 zombies will crash out the window. Flee, because you don't need to be back in this room for a while. Say towards the bottom of the form f of the room. There are two doors ... one on the wall and the other door at the end. Enter the door at the end. Announcement are in the hall where Kenneth was killed just around the
corner. Now go to the dining room and take the wood emblem above the fireplace. Go back to the hall. Lower the zombie and run until you reach a door on the left side. Within that room there is a piano. Go around the piano and push the shelf to find the Sonata Moonlight cover. Combine it with musical score found by the utic and try to touch it in the
piano. Rebecca will come, and she will need about 3 minutes of practice, so she leaves and will ask for the main room for a few minutes. After that time, she returns and will be better. The wall will move, and you have to go in the secret passage. Take the gold emblem (there is also part of Trevor's diary) replace it with the wooden emblem, return to
the dining room, put the golden emblem on the fireplace. Now go to the grandfather's clock, and move the hand of the hour twice in any direction, so he will read six o'clock. You will have the shield key. Do you remember Richard's past room (obtain herbs if you haven't?) Go there, and watch out for aWalk the steps and unlock the door and discard
the key. He walks a little towards Trís and the big snake, Yawn, tries to eat you. Now it simply continues to avoid the snake, and get the death mask on the other side of the room, and there is an ammo of Shotgun here too (ass mode), but everything he really needs for the third mask of death. Take out things and salt. If they poisoned you, Rebecca will
come to look for the serum for Chris. If you were not, she returns to the first floor. Now you have to go through the double doors. Be careful with the dogs and zombies that crash through the windows of the hall that follows. Leave away. Go through the double doors, in front of the Shotgun room. Now you are back in a "L" -shaped hall. After passing
through the double doors, it continues to go down to the mail. There should be a zombie for here. Make it and go to the door that you can unlock. It will be in a "u" form with photos. There are crows here, but don't shoot them because they won't hurt you, while you make the puzzle well. Change the light in the first painting to become orange. Now,
run on the other side of the "u". Flick the lights in the first two paintings. He who has the necklace must become pãºrpura and the other green. Now, go to the end and there will be a woman (Lisa Trevor) using 3 things, orange, pãºrpura and green. She hits the switch. For Chris, I could want to return and place the first 3 deaths for him to have
enough spaces. After hitting the switch under the woman, the wall will increase. Go outside, take the last time of death and unlock the door. Now, if you don't have them, go to the security room outside the Cuervo room and go to the elements box. You need a Shotgun, and the 4 masters of death. And maybe a couple of health articles, or simply save
it. If you want more space space, just get the negami negami al derap al aseivarta y evleuv arohA .zev al a 2 until. I think you'll know where this is. Anyway, go to the grave where he saw the coffin. Once you've gone down the stairs, put all the masks on the wall (you have to pair them), and look at the court-scene. Shoot the guy with your Shotgun. It
should only take about 5 rounds. In hard mode, you only have 1 gun clip to help there. It is possible to kill him by making every bullet count and stab when he falls to the ground and dies after he falls for the third time. After he is dead, go and grab the Stone and Metal object and some Shotgun (Easy/Normal) shells. Now go back to the hall outside the
Crow Gallery. This time, go straight after you walk out the door and open the stone and metal object in the indentation to open the door to the outside. You can remove the Shotgun, you won't need it for a while. Make sure to remove the Wind Crest from your element box. ad Go down and place the stone and metal object in the right place. A dog will
jump and chase for you, but it's easy to avoid. When you've done that, go to the door. You're gonna be in a tool shed. There are two doors here, and you have to go through one by the small steps. By the steps, there is a shelf that carries an outdoor X-ray and a flash grenade. Look at the sequence of the movie, then go the way. Do the point of the West
Red Time van. And the blue below should be pointing north. Then you can go through the door. Once you're done, avoid killing the ravens, and also try to keep them from receiving you. The area with birds has two graves. When you're in the graveyard with the ravens, put the crest of the wind in the right tomb. Three more crestas will appear. Take all
and examine all 3 and press the switches on your back. Now put them all on the left tomb, and you get the Magnum! After that, go through the detsu detsu euq al ed etnerfne It'll take a minute, but it's still on the way to the cabin. Once you're at Trevor's Shack, there should be a typewriter and a box, and a Square Crank (explore the house to find
them). Make sure you get the Crank Square, which is out of a bit of edge next to the element box. Keep it. Leave your extra things (Magnum) except your weapon, and Crank Square. After Lisa gets killed, Chris comes. As soon as I have Chris' control, get out of the cabin. Lisa will be blocking your way out. Come in and try to avoid it. Once you're out
of Trevor's Shack, and grab the green grass by the step (easy mode) and go back to the tool shed, though there's a zombie you'll need to avoid along the way. Now go through that other door in the shed. Here are 3 dogs. Get them out. There's a blue and green grass here, so use it if you're hurt. Up the small stairs and go through the door. Use the
Square Crank to lower the water and lower the staircase, run through and climb the other staircase. Keep going down the elevator. Once you go through the elevator, you'll be somewhere else in the garden with ravens. Just run away from them. Go across the waterfall and through the door. There'll be a red grass nearby. Watch out for snakes as they
can poison you if you get bitten. ad Was this guide helpful? In this Wiki guide Look at the trailer for Hocus Pocus 2. It's been 29 years since someone lit the Black Flame candle and raised the 17th century sisters, and they're looking for revenge. Now, up to three high school students to stop the threesome witches from causing a new kind of havoc on
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